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Looking for an escape from childhood abuse, Reymundo Sanchez turned away from school and

baseball to drugs, alcohol, and then sex, and was left to fend for himself before age 14. The Latin

Kings, one of the largest and most notorious street gangs in America, became his refuge and his

world, but its violence cost him friends, freedom, self-respect, and nearly his life. This is a raw and

powerful odyssey through the ranks of the new mafia, where the only people more dangerous than

rival gangs are members of your own gang, who in one breath will say theyâ€™ll die for you and in

the next will order your assassination.
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My Bloody Life: The Making of a Latin King is a story written by Reymundo Sanchez (a

pseudonym). Mr. Sanchez tries to teach readers about the dangers of being a gang member.

Reymundo opens a reader's eyes to the gang world by explaining his personal experiences and

through his friend's experiences. The gang world is far more multifarious than how it is depicted in

movies and TV shows.Reymundo Sanchez gets an inside look on one of the largest and most

organized Hispanic street gangs, by being a former gang member of the Latin Kings. As a kid

Reymundo was physically abused by his parents and did not have family to lean on. At a very

young age Reymundo was forced to lean on himself and was driven to the life of a gangster. Mr.

Sanchez explains how he thought gangs were like a family, a "brother" is there for each other when

one needs help. Soon enough he realized "brotherhood" is only strong if one can benefit from the

other. He performed his first "hit" at the age of 14 and from then on, he understood the hardship his



life would have to undergo just to survive.Mr. Sanchez clearly depicts each gruesome experience

he had to endure because of his gang activity. He also explains his side of the story and reveals

truly how he felt inside when the use of drugs, the killing of innocent people, and promiscuous

activity happened. Reymundo tells the appalling truth that makes a reader think differently about

gangs. It successfully shows the dangers of being in a gang. However, it does not just give the

reader stereotypical views on gang members. When a person hears gang member, the first word

that pops into their heads is "bad". Most people do not bother to understand why these kids become

these "bad" gang members.
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